LUC QU = 18,718 cfs

HRSI QU = 17,860 cfs
05/10/2017

OWY QU = 3,700 cfs
WARO QU = 522 cfs
May Forecasts

- Boise – 1,650 kaf (174%)
- HRSI – 1,665 kaf (143%)
- CSC – 462 (121%)
- DED – 164 kaf (158%)

HWY 20 – Little Camas Reservoir (April 22, 2017)
LUC QU_{\text{Max}} = 24,142 \text{ cfs}
Full = 413.1 kaf
Current % Full = 96%
Arrowrock Dam and Reservoir  Elevation:3216.000

Full = 272.2 kaf
Current % Full = 75%
Lucky Peak Lake near Boise, ID  Elevation: 3060.000

Full = 264.4 kaf
Current % Full = 59%
LUC QD = 10.9 kcf
HWY 21 - “AVALANCHE ALLEY” (April 22, 2017)
HRSI $\text{QU}^\text{Max} = 19,498 \text{ cfs}$
Cascade Dam and Lake Cascade at Cascade, Idaho  Elevation:4828.000

Full = 646.5 kaf
Current % Full = 65%
Deadwood Dam, Idaho  Elevation: 5334.000

Full = 154 kaf
Current % Full = 88%
Lake Owyhee and Owyhee River near Nyssa, OR  Elevation: 2344.000

\[ \text{OWY} \quad Q^\text{Max} = 19,439 \text{ cfs} \]
Lake Owyhee and Owyhee River near Nyssa, OR  Elevation: 2344.000

Full = 715 kaf
Current % Full = 100%
Full = 169.6 kaf
Current % Full = 98%

WARO QU = 4,009 CFS